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                    Abstract
A lot of attention has been devoted to the study of discoveries in high energy physics (HEP), but less on measurements aiming at improving an existing theory like the standard model of particle physics, getting more precise values for the parameters of the theory or establishing relationships between them. This paper provides a detailed and critical study of how measurements are performed in recent HEP experiments, taking examples from differential cross section measurements with the ATLAS detector at the LHC. This study will be used to provide an elucidation of the concept of event used in HEP, in order to determine what constitutes an observation and what does not. It will highlight the essential place taken by theory-ladenness in order to produce observational facts, and will show how uncertainty and sensitivity estimates constitute an operational approach to robustness, inside the practice of science, avoiding potential circularity problem traditionally implied by theory-ladenness. This is in contrast to robustness analyses typically considered in the literature. A careful analysis of systematic uncertainty estimates and of statistical tests used to set empirical conclusions from the observations will however demonstrate that quantitative statements obtained from these statistical tests cannot be more than simple guiding arguments for the production of knowledge, but do not determine it. This indicates that the frontier between theory and observation is blurry and that the dichotomy theory-experiment should be revised.
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                    Notes
	For example, we will discuss the measurement of a relationship between a certain kinematic variable, say the momentum of a jet, and the number of events having this feature in a process of interest. Such relationship corresponds to a law of probability called differential cross section.


	“Statistical inference” is used here in the broad sense of an inference leading to results which can fluctuate based on statistical and systematic effects, and not necessarily in the sense of inference obtained from the use of specific statistical unbiased estimators.


	For a more detailed summary of Hanson’s argument, see (Suppe 1977, pp. 154–156).


	A jet is theoretically a collimated set of hadrons coming from quarks or gluons. Experimentally, it is a grouped set of calorimeter clusters, often matched to tracks that are representing a collimated set of hadrons.


	All the figures are taken from the ATLAS public results page: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic.


	Such a scenario is not crazy or even highly hypothetical; it can be easily achieved from Monte Carlo simulations used by particle physicists on a daily basis, and can even correspond to test beam studies performed on the wedges of calorimeters before the assembly of the whole detector.


	Often referred to as “cuts” in physical analyses.


	This could either be an electron and an electronic anti-neutrino, or a positron and an electronic neutrino.


	Such sensitivity studies are typically carried on before a measurement gets produced, as it guides the design of the measurement. This is however not a necessary condition. Sometimes a measurement is designed with some other objectives in mind, and a different sensitivity study for some different underlying effects to be understood is performed later, thus adding to, or altering the initial sensitivity study, and the epistemic value of the results.


	For a general discussion about unfolding and regularization, see (Cowan 1998), and (Blobel 2010). For a review of the unfolding practices in the various LHC experiments, see the PHYSTAT proceeding on this subject (Prosper and Lyons 2011).


	ATLAS papers such as (ATLAS 2012b) use the terminology “Bayesian unfolding method” to refer to this unfolding technique.


	In case where such uncertainties would be considered negligible, statements justifying this must accompany the observational fact.


	Note that the 5–10 % uncertainty due to jets includes the hadronic shower model discussed here and presented in Fig. 2, but also includes other uncertainties on jet calibration such as the dependence on the model of the processes used to derive calibration constants.


	The meaning of such “best value” and to the probability assigned to the interval depends on the statistical approach adopted, as will be detailed below.


	Note however that a systematic estimate can also be questioned. Crosschecks are often performed to determine if a systematic evaluation is reliable, underestimated or overestimated. The results of these cross checks will typically not get into the value of the final uncertainty estimate. These crosschecks are thus used to show that an uncertainty estimate is robust, and not to get the results of the measurement. They correspond to what Staley refers to as “second-order evidence in (Staley 1999).


	Note that if the correlations between the experimental procedures are sufficiently small, a combination of the two results will be done, achieving an even better precision than each individual measurement results (Glazov 2005).


	Results consisting in values like the mass of the top-quark are also used in a conjunction with theory elements to reach conclusions. For example, the top-quark mass is used in electroweak fits to test the consistency of the full SM, and the sensitivity to, say, non-standard Higgs. Theory is also used in the conclusions of searches, in order to set limits on various new physics models.


	This example about PDF is completely made up for the sake of illustrating our arguments, and does not correspond to concrete situations about PDF measurements.


	For a detailed discussion about p-values, see (Cowan 1998).


	As for example in the case of the first Opera results Adam et al. (2012) about superluminous neutrino signal (the paper has been retracted by the collaboration).


	For example the Dama/libra results (Bernabei 2010) on direct dark matter searches present a striking 8.9 s effects, but his not taken by the HEP community as a dark matter discovery, but as some yet to be determined signal that, similarly as expected from dark matter, feature an annual modulation.
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